In real work, we often confront complete linear and nonlinear time series data. But some time series are not pure linear and nonlinear, or complicated one, we need apply two or more models to analyze and predict them. It is necessary to explore and find some novel time series hybrid methods to solve it. Human Immunodeficiency and Virus (HIV) is one of intractable and trouble diseases in the world. Thus, the author of this article wants to analyze and probe into some novel time series methods to get breaking breach in the epidemiology that find some rules in the incidence, distribution, pathogen, and control of HIV in a population. In this article, to find the best model, auto.arima function is applied to the original time series data to determine autoregressive integrated moving average, ARIMA(0,0,0); ARIMA and generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH), that is, ARIMA-GARCH (1,1) model is used to analyze numbers of people living with HIV for the data of HIV in the world such some important parameters as mu, ar1, ar2, omega, alpha 1, or beta 1 and some specific tests, for example, Jarque-Bera Test, Shapiro-Wilk Test, Ljung-Box Test, etc. Using ARIMA (0, 0, 0) and SARIMA (0,2), seasonal ARIMA, to predict the future values and trends after 2015. Both suggest identical results.
Introduction

Background
HIV is an intractable disease that menaced human health. Its incidence, distribution and how to control are difficult problems until today. Since there are many different statistical reports or results from different institutions or organizations regarding the numbers of people living with HIV, the author of this article uses the living people with HIV 2000-2015 from authoritative organization, world health organization (WHO). This article is to seek a breakthrough in HIV survival. In particular, studying living population with HIV in the world is crucial to its prevention, and treatment. ARIMA is a well-known time series model to analyze the data and predict the future values and trends. However, some time series data are hard to be explain by ARIMA. It is needed to hybrid some advanced models, such as ARIMA-GARCH, to assess the standard errors, residual tests, and information criterion statistics. It emphasizes to obtain important parameters such as mu, ar1, ar2, omega, alpha 1, or beta 1, etc. Also, some tests such as Jarque-Bera Test, Shapiro-Wilk Test, Ljung-Box Test. These results will determine the model of HIV data. Those parameters help to build ARIMA (2, 0) -GARCH (1, 0). After that, comparing ARIMA (0, 0, 0) (0, 1, 1) with SARIMA.for function to forecast the future values and trends of the data so as to predict accurately.
Objective
a. Studying deeply the properties of various of time series models and analyzing some similarities and different points among different models to apply them the complicated data so as to solve the complicated data. b. Utilizing statistical techniques and methods, such as time series models to find and explore some approach dealing with HIV or prospective thoughts to analysis on the epidemiology of HIV.
Dataset
The data including all ages from WHO [1] 
GARCH (Generalized ARCH models)
The GARCH (p, q) process is a generalized process of ARCH (p). its formula is as follows:
where > 0 and , ≥ 0 , j=1,2, …
The conditional variance may be
B. Models
Let be the value of an object at a time t, then we get the return a series, which is the object at time t:
where implies (1+ ) .
Thus, when the return denotes a small percentage change, we get the following function:
where ∇ [ log ] expresses the return.
In general, the return is not a constant conditional variance. There is dependent of sudden bursts of variability in a return on the series own past.
For GARCH there are two ARMA models below:
For conditional mean is search over alternative ARIMA (p, q) models by varying p and q parameters, and identifying the optimum model using Schawart Information Criterion. The results may model as a MA (1) process. that is,
where is a parameter of MA (1), L is the lag operator, and are innovations with zero mean but potential subject to conditional heteroscedasticity. Hence, given the short memory of the MA (1,1) process, the effect of random shocks dissipates after one period. Shumway and Stoffer [2] provided the simplest ARCH model, the ARCH (1), models the return as
where is the return of stable, and ɛ is standard Gaussian white noise; that is, ɛ ~iid N (0,1). Also, imposing some constrains on the model parameters so as to get desirable properties.
For ARCH (1) models return with non-constant conditional variance, its conditional variance is relayed on the previous return [3] . If the conditional distribution of given , Gaussian is as follow as:
If equation (3) -equation (4), we have the following functions:
For ARCH, if there is series, { , , , … } , using equation (5), we obtain if the mean of is zero:
Thus, for a martingale difference of , there is the function:
For GARCH (1,1) model [4] , it has the expression below:
where is stationary for + < 1.
C. Forecasting
To compute E ( ( ), we can use the functions:
where R=max (p, q), =0 for i > p, and =0 for j> q.
We often use equation (9) to compute the GARCH forecast, but it exists in some boundary conditions [5] :
ARIMA forecasting model
If a time series is , m=1,2, …, y= { , , … , } , ARIMA forecasting model has the function to predict future values [6] [7] of :
where is the minimum mean square error predictor.
For one-step-ahead prediction, { , , … , }, it has the function to forecast the value [8] [9] of the time series at the next time point, :
Seasonal ARIMA model
For ARMA ( , ) , we have the form [4] :
Then we get the definition [2] :
and
where ARMA ( , ) is causal only when the roots of Ф ( ) lies outside the unit circle and it is invertible only when the roots of ( ) lies outside the unit circle, s is seasonal periods.
Hence, we can obtain the first-order seasonal ARIMA series that might be:
The above equation displays the series in terms of past lags at the multiple of the yearly seasonal periods s=12 months. Sometimes, the causal conditional defines |Ф | < 1, but | | <1 is defined for the invertible condition.
Remarks on methodology
ARIMA, SARIMA or GARCH model in time series method has been applied extensively in many research or journal papers [3, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] . However, compressively studied for hybrid, such as two or more techniques ARIMA and SARIMA, or ARIMA-GARCH and SARIMA were rarely seen in journal papers or teaching. Hence, the author would like to explore to use them. For example, in Fig. 2 , the author uses GARCH predictions by volatility method to compute and plot 1576 observations to analyze HIV time series data, so that obtain GARCH predictions of the HIV volatility, ± 2 σ _t, indicated as dashed lines with blue color; in Figs. 5 and 6, the author also applies ARIMA (0,0,0) and ARIMA (0,0,2) to forecast the future values after 2015, so we obtain good effects. These have confirmed that we could explore new methods or more means to deal with the complicated time series data.
Empirical Results
For any time series analysis of data, finding the best model that fits data is first thing. So, the author uses some steps: building a time plot of the data and check the graphs for any anomalies. Inspecting autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial ACF (PACF) are very important. The ACF function is:
.
Hence, the ACF of stationary time series is:
The ACF is used to assess the linear predictability of the series at time t, , which is used only the value , here -1 ≤ (s, t) ≤ 1 for all h (the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). Also, since there is a linear relationship, , = + , we might predict from if the correlation is +1 for >0, and − 1 for < 0. Thus, at that time we might assess the ability to predict the series at time t from the value at time s. In this case, inspecting the ACF and PACF of HIV data and residuals: they show to be abnormal. However, in this article, there are some of tests performed by the residuals and /or the squared residuals. Since the skewness and kurtosis are required to observe, some residuals suitable for normality would be tested by the Jarque Bera. Also, some tests such as the Shapiro-Wilk should test those residuals based on the empirical order statistics. Some tests, which are the residuals and their squires, need to check the Q-statistic.
The above R output of GARCH (1,1) suggested that "ar 1", "ar 2", and "Omega" have significant values (p < 0.05).
The output of GARCH (1,1) displays that "beta1 is less than 0.05. But, in the following one, it indicates that some important test values are less than 0.05, such as Jarque-Bera test, Shapiro-Wilk test, etc.
To analyze the GARCH predictions by volatility, the author calculated and plotted 1576 observations from HIV time series data. For the one-step-ahead predictions for volatility, , the results showed as the data ± 2 by dashed lines surrounding the data in Fig. 3 . Nevertheless, some of the GARCH models include: (a) since volatility is based on squared returns, the model assumes the returns from positive and negative are possible to get the same effect. If we take look the following figures ( Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 ), it is not hard to see that they have difference in forecasting the values and trends between both using ARIMA (0, 0, 0) and Seasonal ARIMA (0, 0, 0). 
Conclusion
ARIMA-GARCH mode is one of most popular statistical methods [17, 18] to analyze and predict time series data. It is very useful to various fields and research. ARIMA model is well-known and simpler statistical methods. Seasonal ARIMA method can be used to compare with other statistical models such other methods as ARIMA [19] . When a model is hard to be estimated accurately. We might to try used another one or more to compare the difference in analysis and prediction. In this case, the author applies auto.arima function to determine the best model, that is, ARIMA (0, 0, 0), and then let function garchFit (~2,0)+garch (1, 0) analyze the HIV data, finally, uses both ARIMA predict function and seasonal ARIMA. for predict model to obtain same forecasting results. The author thinks that using ARIMA-GARCH model could be the best way to analyze time series data and then to utilize some other models such as ARIMA, seasonal ARIMA, HoltWinters, other methods to compare the results of forecasting the future values and trends. This is a very helpful and valuable work.
